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the co2 confidence collection is available in three versions: a headset, a body-pack lavalier, and an
embrace embodiment. the embrace is a new point source audios patented embrace that is
designed to embed the co2 confidence collection into the headphone or lavalier body-pack. the
earpieces of the embrace are constructed of durable abs plastic. the flexible, form-fitting
headband, which is made of kevlar and nylon, is encased in a soft, elasticated fabric. the omni-
directional capsule is securely held in place by adjustable, front-facing snap-buckles and can be
used with either the left or right earpiece. the body-pack features secure, loop-and-clip ear hook
attachments that are adjustable to fit all head sizes. the lavalier version is equipped with a flexible,
foldable, kevlar-coated, nylon shoulder strap. the headset version is designed to be used with one-
button mic systems, such as the pmd, and includes a powerful shock-mounting system. the co2
confidence collection is fully compatible with the point source audios lightyear mics, and most
omnidirectional mics, including the new jvc revo2, shure sm7, soundcraft dpa 4052, akg c414, and
even the sennheiser ew 202. about point source audios: point source audios mission is to provide
the highest quality microphones and associated technologies available for various applications
ranging from on-camera to live sound. sweetwater is the #1 rated source for live sound and
wireless products in the world, and we are pleased to be the first major manufacturer to offer
wireless audio in the embrace (embodiment of rigid body-pack integrated cable) design. the
embrace design offers a unique alternative to the traditional cable dressing. the embrace wire
jacket creates a continuous, waterproof wire path from the mic to the body-pack. the body-pack is
an invisible, lightweight, flexible, waterproof pack that houses the wire jacketed mic cable. the
embrace is secured to the body with a belt clip and clips. the mic cable splits approximately nine
inches above the connection to the body-pack to allow ample room for separation of the
transmitters and to provide a clean, radio-transparent, cable assembly.
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this is a binaural recording created by 3d audio, it uses a pair of microphones, one in each ear to
capture the sound coming from both sides of your head. because the recording is a stereo

recording, it requires a stereo player. this technology is already in use in some pc games, and was
used in a few early movies. but this is the first time that it is available for commercial use and the

first time that a recording studio in europe made it possible. the recording is done for the end user,
and the recording and production of the 3d audio comes at the end of the recording process. it is
not an extra step after the production, which is a big advantage. duality is the ability to treat the
same subject from two completely different perspectives. a dual perspective in storytelling could

be for example, to illustrate two people interacting in a business setting or two people arguing in a
domestic setting. this can be very productive, since the characters' personalities and motivation
are not lost, but they are given to the viewer and listener in a new way. it can be used for almost
any format, and the dual perspective allows the listener to connect with the story in a completely
different way, as if they were there. the dual perspective can be used in any form of storytelling. it

is a form of entertainment, but it can also be used in journalism to give a more personal
perspective of an event. the dual perspective can be used to add more dimensions to a story or a
situation, and it gives a completely new perspective of a story. the ability to see things from two

different perspectives allows you to see things that would otherwise be hidden. the dual
perspective is also called double vision, double view, or double vision. 5ec8ef588b
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